DATACENTER PLANNING SERVICES

ARCHITECT A SUCCESSFUL DATACENTER TRANSFORMATION
Expanding the boundaries of your datacenter, upgrading its
infrastructure, or building a completely new datacenter
requires in-depth planning. A clear vision and approach are
imperative to providing proper direction to all phases of the
project. During the datacenter planning stage, it is
important to gather an understanding of the organization’s

business objectives to ensure a seamless approach in all the
subsequent phases, including datacenter migration and
consolidation. This helps you identify the best-suited
solution and align the datacenter build or transformation to
your overall business goals, resulting in superior outcomes.

HOW WE HELP
Our vendor and technology-agnostic Datacenter Planning
services help you chart out strategic initiatives to design and
build datacenter layouts for optimized results. Our services
facilitate seamless datacenter relocation, co-location, and
build outs. By deploying standardized methodologies and

assets, we ensure a highly modular and customized delivery
process. Our datacenter consulting team, led by OEM
certified consultants, work closely with you to provide
continuous assistance.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
Our team draws upon extensive experience in the datacenter
planning and design space to provide the tangible business
benefits (See Figure 1)

Make informed choices in selecting the right technology and
service provider withDetailed server-to-storage level design views
Functional and options analysis

Identify the best-possible datacenter location and type withOur expertise enabled by long-standing association with
multiple datacenter providers

Navigate the cloud journey with minimal disruptions enabled
through our seamless support

Figure 1: Business Benefits from Microland's Datacenter Planning Services

WHAT SETS US APART
Our Datacenter Planning services are customized to meet
specific business objectives. Partnering with us allows you
to choose from a multitude of solutions backed by the
following key differentiators:
Service-led IT framework:
Our unique framework accurately measures the maturity
of your business landscape, recommends changes
required, and ensures a standardized approach to the
delivery process

Pre-designed artefacts:
Our pre-built, standardized methodologies and assets
enable faster realization of business benefits
Vast experience:
With over 25 years of experience in the datacenter
planning and design space, our OEM certified
consultants are strongly positioned to address your
unique datacenter needs

For more information, log on to www.microland.com

About Microland
Microland is a leading Hybrid IT Infrastructure Service Provider and a trusted partner to
enterprises in their IT-as-a-Service journey. Incorporated in 1989 and headquartered in
Bangalore, India, Microland has more than 3,400 professionals across its offices in
Europe, Middle East, North America and India. Microland enables global enterprises to
become more agile and innovative through a comprehensive portfolio of services that
addresses hybrid IT transformation, workspace transformation, service transformation
and end-to-end IT infrastructure management.

